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Review 

• Global equities (shares) had varied performances in June. Emerging markets rose more strongly than 
the US market while UK and European equities fell. 

• The oil price rose by 6.3 percent, which reversed last month’s 6.3 percent fall. 
• Global corporate bond prices rose as investors lowered their expectations for inflation. 

 
Company shares 

• UK equities fell. Healthcare companies and materials companies involved in the discovery, 
development and processing of raw materials performed particularly weakly overall. But technology 
companies and utilities companies (which provide everyday amenities such as water, gas and 
electricity) generally performed positively. 

• US shares rose and information technology companies often led the way. Utilities and materials 
companies generally performed relatively poorly. 

• Eurozone equities fell as uncertainty rose after President Emmanuel Macron made his surprise 
announcement on French parliamentary elections. 

• Japanese stocks rose in yen terms and the index of the largest Japanese companies almost reached 

its highest level since 1990. 

• Asian equities (excluding Japan) rose as investor optimism for companies expected to gain from the 
expansion of artificial intelligence (AI) drove Taiwanese shares higher. Indian stock market indices 
reached record highs driven by general rises in media and banking companies. 

• Emerging market equities rose and performed more strongly than developed market peers. 
Technology related companies drove the Taiwan and South Korea stock markets upwards, while 
investors welcomed political developments in South Africa and India. 

 
Bonds 

• US government bond prices rose as investors anticipate a US rate cut, despite weaker economic data. 
Bond prices often go up when interest rates are expected to fall. 

• Global bond prices generally rose as investors expected inflation to fall: lower inflation could help 
bring interest rates down. Government bonds performed more strongly than high-quality (investment 
grade) corporate bonds as companies issued a large number of new bonds on to the market. Riskier 
(high yield) corporate bonds rose even more strongly. 

 
Commodities 
The Bloomberg Commodity index, a benchmark for investment in global commodities, fell slightly as gains in 
energy related commodities were outweighed by general falls in industrial and precious metals. 
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Outlook 
We stick with our positive views on equities, as we believe the backdrop for company earnings is favourable. 
We maintain our cautious stance on corporate bonds and note that the prices of riskier European corporate 
bonds have risen relative to government bonds. Our neutral stance on government bonds extends to German 
government bonds, despite the 0.25 percentage point rate cut by the European Central Bank (ECB) in June. 
This is because eurozone inflation rose in May, which limits the scope for further ECB rate cuts. 
 

Asset overview  
Our general view of assets in the coming months is summarised as follows. These are our in-house views as 
at the end of June 2024. 
 

Equities 
 

 We retain our positive stance and believe companies could still have scope to grow  
their earnings. 

Government 
bonds 

 We adhere to a neutral viewpoint despite expected interest rate cuts, as we consider 
valuations to be fair. 

Corporate 
bonds 

 Prices of high-quality and riskier US bonds rose slightly and we estimate their valuations 
to be quite high. 

Commodities 
 

 Recent data leads us to question the strength of global manufacturing, and manufacturers 
are significant consumers of some commodities. Moreover the attractions of industrial 
metals have reduced given recent price rises.  

 

 
Source: Schroder Investment Management and Schroders Personal Wealth, 4 July 2024 

 
 
 
Important information 
 
Forecasts of future performance are not a reliable guide to actual results, neither is past performance a 
reliable indicator of future results. The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise 
and are not guaranteed, and the investor might not get back their initial investment. 
 
Any views expressed are our in-house views as at end-June 2024. Investment markets and conditions can 
change rapidly, and the views expressed should not be taken as statements of fact nor relied upon when 
making investment decisions. This content may not be used, copied, quoted, circulated or otherwise 
disclosed (in whole or in part) without our prior written consent. 
 
Schroders Personal Wealth (ACD) is a trading name of Scottish Widows Schroder Personal Wealth (ACD) 
Limited. Registered Office: 25 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7HN. Registered in England and Wales No. 
11722983. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under number 834833. 
 
Claims may be protected by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme. We are covered by the Financial 
Ombudsman Service. 


